NEW TOOL CHANGER MODULE FOR ALUMINUM WELDING

ATI Industrial Automation has launched their new Tool Changer Module for aluminum welding. The FF4-5/8 module delivers 4000 pound force and houses a high pressure, three return line FF4 module designed to pass enough cooling water for nearly any robot-carried transformer. It can pass enough water for nearly any robot-carried transformer to cool welding guns properly, maintain consistent weld quality, and allows the robot to move and weld simultaneously and maintain constant weld speed.

QUICK JABS WITH QUICK CHANGERS

The field-chosen changer has the right attachment tools to make quick and easy tool changes. A reversible design means both male and female tool connectors can be used, even when paired with other brands. Designers require two separate modules to achieve this flexibility. Typically used on a single workspace installation, the PFS line has four separate modules that can be attached to any tool changer. When working with a remote robot, ATI’s Tool Changer allows the robot to automatically switch end-effectors and tools. Quickly, frequently, and with expert precision; safely.

ALUMINUM WELDING

NEW TOOL CHANGER MODULES FOR ALUMINUM WELDING

ATI Industrial Automation has developed their smallest Tool Changer yet. Utilized in Product Testing or user-defined signal processing. The Wireless F/T can stream up to 1200 six-axis readings, using an ATLAS interface and access that the wireless F/T module or the user’s host device for data collection. The Wireless F/T, a small product introduces an effortless remote monitoring solution. ATI Industrial Automation has just released the Wireless F/T, a small, powerful product introduces an effortless remote monitoring solution.
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THE STRONGEST COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE TOOL CHANGER

ATI Industrial Automation has developed a Heavy Duty Tool Changer that can handle extremely large payloads up to 4080 pounds. The AL3-8800 Industrial Tool Changer offers a compact and lightweight design for high-speed “spider” or delta robots. With a compact and lightweight design for high-speed “spider” or delta robots, this tool changer can handle extremely large payloads up to 4080 pounds. The AL3-8800 Industrial Tool Changer offers a compact and lightweight design for high-speed “spider” or delta robots.

ATI LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
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